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Revised Edition Nathalie Dupree was ahead of the curve eight years ago with her classic book

Shrimp and Grits. Now this Lowcountry comfort combo is found on restaurant menus all around the

countryâ€•from top to bottom, coast to coast. All-new photography, new recipes from southern chefs,

and a fresh design revamp a southern food cookbook for gift giving or oneâ€™s own

kitchenÂ library.
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I've only been introduced to shrimp and grits in the past couple of years. I bought this book a few

months ago andhave loved making several of the dishes, sometimes substituting risotto, or pasta

for the grits. I am buying additionalcopies to give as gifts. Easy instructions and great photos.

I am a southern coastal cook, from a long line of exceptional cooks. My family goes back to Georgia

coastal beginnings in 1771. I say this to make a point about this book. You only need one shrimp

and grits book and this is it. In the end, I follow none of these recipes exactly but rather adapt and

experiment but you could follow them and should follow them if you don't have a lot of experience.

There are plenty of shrimp and grits recipes for entrÃ©es in the book but there are some unusual

shrimp and grits starters as well. My old favorite of fried grits cakes makes several appearances in

various forms, from fancy to down home. It is a fun book and truly Southern. Nathalie Dupree knows

Southern cooking. Buy this book if you love Southern coastal cooking.



We saw this book while in Charleston, SC where shrimp and grits are very popular. Instead of

having to carry the book all day, I ordered it on  and it arrived by the time we got home. This is a

beautiful cookbook with lots of photos . We've tried several recipes and they are easy to prepare

and delicious. There are many variations to try, everything from appetizers to desserts. The author

gives great information on the sources of her recipes.

A Southern Essential. Full of helpful information and wonderfully illustrated.

This is a great book with easy to follow instructions and beautiful photos. Who knew all the creative

ways these two ingredients could be used!

Are you kidding?? Who doesn't love shrimp and grits??? These recipes are killer.

I love this cook book....all the recipes are easy to follow and make.

Has all the recipes you need to find your favorite Shrimp andGrits
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